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Abstract: Herbicide deposition rate can be affected by the leaf surface features of weeds and have a
significant impact on the overall efficacy. In this paper, an orthogonal experiment was conducted
to investigate the differences of droplet evaporation and spreading characteristics corresponding to
weed leaf surface with hairy, waxy and rough (ridged) structures. Three weed species—Descurainia
sophia, Lepidium lotifolium, and Lolium temulentum—were included in the study, representing these
three leaf structures respectively. Glyphosate sprays with organic silicone surfactant in different
concentrations were composed for the test. Single droplets with two diameters of 0.05 µL and 0.1 µL
were deposited on the leaves to evaluate the evaporation and spreading characteristics. A digital
camera was used and the evaporation duration and the maximum droplet coverage images could
be captured and extracted from the recorded videos. The Image Processing Toolbox in Matlab was
applied to segment the images for droplet and leaf background and the binary images’ pixel numbers
were counted for coverage area calculation. The results revealed that the evaporation duration was
reduced with the increase of the organic silicone concentration, while the spread area was expanded.
The droplet spread more widely and evaporated faster on D. sophia leaves than on the leaves with L.
lotifolium and L. temulentum surfaces. The spreading area and evaporation duration varied much faster
on L. lotifolium leaves than on the leaves of other weed species. The droplet sizes affected spreading
more significantly on L. temulentum leaf surface, as the spreading procedure of small size droplets
was restrained by the groove structure. The results of this study would benefit the consideration of
the farmers when selecting the proper nozzle code and the determining of the surfactant mixture in
order to optimize the use of herbicides like glyphosate.

Keywords: droplet size; evaporation; herbicide application; leaf structures; spread

1. Introduction

The use of herbicides is important in preventing weed infestation [1]. However, there are variable
control results of foliar applied herbicides in the field practice. Apart from some biotic factors like active
ingredient and herbicide resistance, abiotic factors including temperature, rainfall, and deposition rate
also affect the efficacy of the foliar applied herbicides [2]. Higher deposition rates reduce the total
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amount of herbicide sprayed, and higher deposition rates also benefit efficiency, since they allow a
greater amount of herbicide available to be absorbed [3]. Herbicides get into the plants’ physiological
system by absorption [4,5]. Therefore, increasing the absorption ratio is one of the keys to enhancing
herbicide efficacy. However, the absorption process is affected by various factors besides the deposition
rate. These include environmental parameters (e.g., temperature, humidity), plant features (e.g., leaf
structures, waxy layers), and spray liquid characteristics (e.g., surface tension, viscosity, chemical
characteristics) [6–8].

Great differences of droplet impact and deposit characterization have been recognized on leaves
with specific surfaces features [9–11]. Absorption also varies markedly on different leaves with the
specific surface structures such as hairy, waxy and rough (ridged) [12]. Greater spreading ability can
increase the contact area between the spray liquid and the leaf surface and this is considered to be a
crucial factor affecting herbicide absorption [13,14]. Studies have shown that the ingredient could only
be absorbed by plants before the droplet evaporated completely [15]. Yu et al. evaluated the droplets’
evaporation and spreading process on leaves with hairy and waxy surfaces [16]. The study presented
different evaporation and spread performances of droplets on the leaves with different microstructures.
Long evaporation time could delay the crystallization of pesticide active ingredients and increase
the pesticide absorption [17,18]. Thus, the ingredient absorption ratio should be different on plant
tissues with specific structures. Meanwhile, several studies have shown that an addition of surfactants
or higher surfactant concentration did not ensure greater coverage per se. For instance, seed oil
surfactant improved the droplet spreading, while the petroleum oil surfactant had no such effect [19].
Lin et al. reported that, on adaxial surfaces, the wetted area per percentage concentration of nonionic
surfactant increased with the concentration only between 0–0.25% [20]. When additional surfactant
was added, the wettability improvement effect of the nonionic surfactant reduced. Organosilicone
surfactant has been proved to be effective to enhance wettability of glyphosate solution. However, the
wetting characteristics varies with the concentration of the organosilicone surfactant [21,22]. Therefore,
to enhance the pesticide application effect on a specific weed species, a reasonable surfactant and
proper concentration should be obtained based on the evaluation of the spreading area and the
evaporation time.

Thus, in this study, experiments were carried out to investigate the different deposition effect
of glyphosate droplets on weed leaves with different surface features after application. Three weed
species, with hairy, waxy and rough (ridged) leaf characteristics were included in this study. The
second objective of the present study was to optimize the glyphosate application parameters including
the droplet size and the additive concentrations for different weeds with specific leaf surface structures.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Material and Chemicals Preparation

Leaves with different surface structures were collected from three common weed species in fields
at the growth stage of 2–3 leaves: Descurainia sophia, with hairy leaves; Lepidium lotifolium, with waxy
leaves; and Lolium temulentum, with rough (ridged) leaves. All the plants were transplanted in the
greenhouses in the western campus of China Agricultural University in 2017. Plants were grown in a
light cycle of 16 h day and 8 h night. The temperature was kept at 25 ◦C during the day and 15 ◦C
at night. The application was conducted one week after the transplant when the plants were at the
growth stage of 3–5 leaves. The deposition and evaporation experiments were carried out in a sealed
glass chamber. Inside the chamber, the temperature was set at 20 ± 3 ◦C and the relative humidity was
set at 65 ± 10%. Before putting the leaves onto the leaf support and releasing the droplet, the target
leaves (the mature leaves) were cleaned carefully with a brush to remove the dust and washed with
deionized water. When the residue of the cleaning water evaporated, the tested droplets were added
onto the leaf surface with a pipette. The experimental device was set up as in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the experimental setup. The testing devices were set inside a glass box, including
a temperature and humidity control unit, a light supply, a leaf support and a video camera holder.
Application of droplets could be seen through a window at the front of the box.

MEDA® (41% glyphosate, Soluble Liquid, Mesa Tech International Inc, Beijing, China), Methylene
Blue trihydrate (99.9%, Tianjin No.3 Chemical Reagent Factory, Tianjin, China), silicone FY4808 (99.9%,
Guangzhou F & Si Technology Co., Ltd., Guangzhou, China), and water were used for the preparation
of the droplet liquid in this study. It has to be noted that silicone FY4808 is a widely applied organic
silicone surfactant for herbicide application. Tested liquid was a mixture of 0.5% MEDA®, methylene
blue, and organic silicone additives. The mixture was firstly prepared with 0.05% methylene blue
and 0.1% surfactant of silicone FY4808. Then the solution was diluted to five samples with surfactant
concentration of 0%, 0.01%, 0.025%, 0.05% and 0.1% respectively. At last, 50 µL of MEDA®was added
to the 10 mL mixture. Above mixtures were prepared with 10 mL volumetric flasks. Table 1 shows the
preparation details of the mixtures.

Table 1. Concentrations of the spray mixture components for the preparation of 10 mL application mixture.

Volume Fraction of the
Organic Silicone

Mass of the Methylene
Blue (g)

Volume of the Organic
Silicone (µL)

Volume of
MEDA®(µL)

Water 0 0 0
0% 0.005 0 50

0.010% 0.005 1.0 50
0.025% 0.005 2.5 50
0.050% 0.005 5.0 50
0.100% 0.005 10.0 50

2.2. Experimental Procedure

Droplets with sizes of 0.05 µL and 0.1 µL were generated with pipettes (Biohit proline, 0.1–2.5 µL,
0.05 µL, Biohit, Helsinki, Finland; Dragon-MED, 0.5–10 µL, 0.1 µL, DLAB Scientific Co.,Ltd., Beijing,
China). Each droplet was dropped onto the leaf surface by touching in the sealed glass box. The
spread and evaporation process was recorded using a digital video camera (Sony-T99, 720P, Sony
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) with an object distance of 8cm and the focal length of 3.1 times. Before the
droplet spreading and evaporation test, a video of a 1 cm × 1 cm standard square card was taken.

2.3. Determination of the Evaporation Duration and Spread Area

The video data was used for the analysis. Firstly, the time when the droplet deposited on the leaf
was recorded as t1, and the time when the droplet evaporated entirely was recorded as t2. Then the
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evaporation duration could be calculated as t = t2 − t1. Three images were selected from the video of
the 1 cm × 1 cm standard square card with an interval of one second between each other. The picture
of the maximum droplet spread area was selected from the digital video recorder using the Imaging
Processing Toolbox in the Matlab platform (Matlab 2013b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Figure 2a
shows the interception RGB image of the spreading part. The blue component was extracted from the
RGB image and then filtered with a 3 × 3 Gaussian low-pass filter. The result is shown in Figure 2b.
Then the binary image shown in Figure 2c was generated using the Ostu threshold segmentation
method. The closing operation was applied to the binary image on a disk mask with a radius of 5 pixels.
Finally, the processed pixel values were inverted to eliminate the noise, as shown in Figure 2d. The
pixel amount could be calculated in the corresponding region of the pixel numbers, representing 1 cm2

(standard card) or the maximum spreading area (plant leaf). Droplet spreading area was calculated
as follows:

S =
Sθ
nθ

n (1)

where

S = spreading area, mm2;
Sθ = area of the standard card, mm2;
n = pixel amount of the spreading area;
nθ = pixel amount of the standard card.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the imaging processing procedure: (a) is the original RGB image, (b) is the blue
component of the RGB image, (c) is the binary image generated from the Ostu threshold segmentation,
and (d) is the result of the closing operation and the inversion operation of the binary image.

2.4. Statistical Data Analysis

Data analysis was processed with R 3.6.3 (R Foundation, Vienna, Austria) [23]. Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was carried out for the spreading area and the evaporation duration. The leaf
surface structures and the droplet size were regarded as the comparison factors respectively. Means
were compared by Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) test. Data were tested for normal
distribution using the Shapiro–Wilk test (p > 0.05). Equality for heterogeneity of variances was tested
using Levene’s test for each treatment (p > 0.05). For the analysis of dose-response relationships, the
non-linear four-parameter model was applied [24].

Y = C−
D−C

1 + exp
(
b ln x

ED50

) (2)

where

Y = the measuring results (the maximum spreading area or the evaporation duration);
D = the upper limit of the curve;
C = the lower limit;
b = proportional to the slope around ED50, the dose at which the measuring result is reduced or
increased by 50%.
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Dose–response curves were compared by horizontal assessment (F test, α = 0.05) after data
normalization according to Streibig et al. [25]. All the experiments were conducted three times. In each
repeat, five repetitions were prepared for the measurements of each treatment.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Droplet Spreading Area

As the object distance and focal length of the camera were constant, each pixel leaf image
represented a fixed area. Thus, the droplet spreading area could be calculated by counting the pixel
amount. According to Figure 3, in general, the spreading area of droplets with the same size presented
significant differences on the leaf surfaces with different structures. Especially in the cases of the large
droplet (0.1 µL), the maximum spreading area of D. sophia leaves could be twice the coverage on L.
temulentum surfaces and even four times the coverage on L. lotifolium surfaces. On leaves with the
same surface structure, when the organic silicone was not added to the spray solution, there was no
difference in the spreading area between pure water and the glyphosate droplets of the same size.
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Figure 3. Boxplot of the spreading area of droplets without the surfactant additive on different leaves
and in different sizes. Spreading results of the droplet with concentrations of 0.05 µL and 0.1 µL
(left and right side of the dashed line, respectively). The lines in a bar represent the minimum, first
quartile, median, third quartile and maximum (from the underside to the upside). For the leaf structure,
the group names Hairy, Rough and Waxy represent the leaves of D. sophia, L. temulentum and L.
lotifolium respectively.

However, according to Figure 4, when the organic silicone was added, the spreading area of the
droplets with different volumes was also different even on leaves with the same surface structures.
In the meanwhile, the droplet spreading area on all leaf surfaces increased with the concentration of
the organic silicone. With low surfactant concentration, the spreading area increased slightly when
the organic silicone fraction increased from 0% to 0.025%. When the fraction of the organic silicone
increased from 0.025% to 0.050%, the droplet spreading area was significantly expanded. However,
the spreading area expanded inconspicuously again when the surfactant concentration was higher
than 0.05%. The coverage variation could be attributed to the change of surface tension of the droplet,
which was usually described by the Szyszkowski equation [26],

γ0 − γ = bγ0 lg
(
1 +

c/cθ

K′

)
(3)
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where

γ = the surface tension of the droplet, N m−1;
γ0 = the surface tension of pure solvent, N m−1;
c = the concentration of solution, mol L−1;
cθ = the concentration of the standard solution, mol L−1;
b and K′ are constants.
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Figure 4. The comparison of the maximum spreading area of the droplets with organic silicone. The
results were grouped under the leaf surface structures and the droplet sizes in each sub-figure. The
droplets were prepared with the spray mixture containing the surfactant of the organic silicone with
the volume fraction of 0%, 0.01%, 0.025%, 0.05%, and 0.1%. The spot marks represent the average value
of each treatment in one repeat of the experiment. For the leaf structure, the group names Hairy, Rough
and Waxy represent the leaves of D. sophia, L. temulentum and L. lotifolium respectively.

When the volume fraction of organic silicone is low enough, the above equation can be expressed as,

γ0 − γ =
bγ0

(
c/cθ

)
2.303K′

= ac (4)

where a is a constant value.
In this low surfactant concentration case, the decrease of the droplet surface tension is proportional

to the volume fraction of the organic silicone. In other words, the droplet spreading area would
increase with the addition of an organic silicone fraction. However, when more surfactant was added
and its concentration was up to a certain point, the tension reduction could tend to be a constant,
which nearly to be zero. As a result, additional organic silicone input would not increase the coverage
any more. In Figure 4, this critical point of the organic silicone volume fraction could be observed
around 0.08% for 0.05 µL droplets and 0.05−0.06% for 0.1 µL droplets. Besides the droplet tension,
the expanding ability of a droplet on leaf surfaces also depended on the surface tension of the other
phases of the contact interface, including the air and the leaf surface. Antonoff’s Rule and Gibbs free
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energy’s variation should be considered to understand this procedure [26]. Due to the Antonoff’s Rule,
the surface tension at the interfaces between two phases equals to the subtraction of the two phase
surface tension when exposed to the air. Gibbs free energy, which is the required energy of a liquid
or air phase to expand for a unit of area on another phase, is determined by the tension differences
between the two phases. Considering the Gibbs free energy’s variation (∆G) process during the droplet
spreading, ∆G decreased with the reduction of the interfacial tension between the droplet and leaf
surfaces. The droplet would spread without additional force only if ∆G is zero or negative. The
expression of Antonoff’s Rule is [26],

γ12 = γ1 − γ2 (5)

The expression of the Gibbs Free Energy’s variation is [26],

∆G = γl–s + γg–l − γg–s (6)

where

∆G = the change of Gibbs Free Energy pre area unit during the spreading process, J m−2;
γl–s = the interfacial tension between droplet and leaf surface, N m−1;
γg–l = the interfacial tension between atmosphere and droplet, N m−1;
γg–s = the interfacial tension between the atmosphere and leaf surface, N m−1.
The spreading procedure could be explained by Young’s Equation [26],

cosθ =
γg–s − γl–s

γg–l
(7)

where θ = the contact angel.
Cos θ increased with the reduction of γl–s and the increase of the organic silicone concentration.

When the cos θwas higher than 0, the contact angle would be less than 90◦. Thus, the droplet would
wet the leaf surface in such a condition. In Figure 4, the droplet spreading area increased slowly at
the first and end part of the curve, while increasing quickly in the middle part. Our results revealed
that the expansion critical fraction of the organic silicone was between 0.025% and 0.050% under this
experimental condition. This finding is in accordance with the former study by Liu et al., showing that
the critical micelle concentration (CMC) is around 0.05% of a mass fraction [27]. It also demonstrated
that the surfactant in the formulation of this glyphosate product is not sufficient for the good spreading
effect of the droplets on leaf surfaces. When the fraction of the surfactant is less than its CMC, the
surfactant mainly contributes to the reduction of the static surface tension. However, droplet spread
has been attributed more to dynamic surface tension than static surface tension. The dynamic surface
tension would vary more significantly when the surfactant concentration is larger than its CMC.
Another novel finding of our study is the confirmation of the significant improvement of the spreading
effect when the fraction of surfactant organic silicone increased from 0.025% to 0.05%, which is the
range containing the CMC value.

The droplets spread more on the D. sophia leaf surface than on the other two types of leaf surfaces
(Figure 4). When the volume fraction of the organic silicone in the spray was low, compared with
the leaf surface of L. temulentum, the droplet spreading area on L. lotifolium leaf surface presented no
significant variation. However, the droplet coverage increased more significantly on L. lotifolium leaf
surface than on L. temulentum leaf surface when the additive fraction increased to 0.05%. The “groove
structure” on L. temulentum leaves should be taken into account for the explanation of such results. In
that case, the grooves were striated and this structure prevented the liquid from expanding around.
Consequently, even with a silicone fraction higher than the critical concentration of the surface tension
on leaves with other structures, the droplet spreading area did not increase markedly on L. temulentum
leaf surface. This phenomenon tended to occur more frequently when small droplet was tested in
the experiment. Nevertheless, the spreading area of large size droplets was clearly influenced by the
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silicone fraction as well, since the large size droplet might submerge the grooves that the obstruction
effect on spreading was tided over.

3.2. Droplet Evaporation Duration

The average values of maximum evaporation duration are shown in Figures 5 and 6. According
to the results, the evaporation time could be variably affected by the droplet size, leaf structure and the
organic silicone fraction.
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Figure 5. The maximum evaporation duration of droplets without the surfactant additives on different
leaves and in different sizes. Spreading results of the droplet with 0.05 µL and 0.1 µL are shown (left
and right side, respectively). “s” in the Y-axis name represents for the time unit seconds. The mark
“***” represents the significant difference of the values between each treatment according to the honest
significant difference (HSD) Tukey’s Test (p < 0.001). For the leaf structure, the group names Hairy,
Rough and Waxy represent the leaves of D. sophia, L. temulentum and L. lotifolium respectively.
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Figure 6. The comparison of the maximum evaporation duration of the droplets. The results were
grouped under the leaf surface structures and the droplet sizes in each sub-figure. The droplets were
prepared with the spray mixture containing the surfactant of the organic silicone with the volume
fraction of 0%, 0.01%, 0.025%, 0.05%, and 0.1%. “s” in the Y-axis name represents for the time unit
seconds. The spot marks represent the average value of each treatment in one repeat of the experiment.
For the leaf structure, the group names Hairy, Rough and Waxy represent the leaves of D. sophia, L.
temulentum and L. lotifolium respectively.

Figure 6 shows that the duration of the droplet evaporation varied obviously with the additive
fraction. When the fraction of the organic silicone in the spray increased, the evaporation duration
reduced. According to Figure 5, the evaporation duration of the pure water droplet was significantly
higher than that of the droplets of the water–glyphosate mixture. To explain such a phenomenon,
Raoult’s Law should be taken into account. As the saturated vapor pressure of pure water (pA)
was higher than the saturated vapor pressure of pure glyphosate (pB), the mixture’s saturated vapor
pressure (p) decreased with water fraction’s (xA) reduction. The expression of Raoult’s Law is [27],

pA = p∗AxA (8)

pB = p∗BxB = p∗B(1− xA) (9)

p = pA + pB = p∗B +
(
p∗A − p∗B

)
xA (10)

where

xA = the volume fraction of water in the droplet mixture;
xB = the volume fraction of glyphosate in the droplet mixture;
pA = the vapor pressure of water, Pa;
pB = the vapor pressure of glyphosate, Pa;
pA* = the saturated vapor pressure of water, Pa;
pB* = the saturated vapor pressure of glyphosate, Pa;
p = the saturated vapor pressure of the mixture, Pa.
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As is expressed in the Clausius–Clapeyron Equation, the decrease of mixture’s molar enthalpy of
vaporization led to liquid’s evaporation. The expression of the Clausius–Clapeyron Equation is [27],

d ln p
dT

= −
∆vapHm

RT2 (11)

where

∆vapHm = the standard molar enthalpy of vaporization, J moL−1;
T = environmental temperature, K;
R = Boltzman constant, J moL−1

·K−1.

The molar enthalpy of vaporization of the mixture reduced after the organic silicone additive
was added. In parallel, the additive reduced the mixture’s surface energy that would accelerate the
spreading and evaporation. As shown in Figure 6, the droplet evaporated faster on D. sophia leaf
surface than on L. lotifolium or the L. temulentum leaves. When the organic silicone concentration in the
mixture was low, on the surface of D. sophia leaves, droplets were hung in the air with the support of
the trichomes. In this case, the droplets were completely exposed to the air and could not reach the
mesophyll part of the leaves. As a result, the droplet’s evaporation duration on the D. sophia leaves
should be shortened. Results in Figure 6 (0.05 µL) presented that the droplets’ evaporation duration on
L. lotifolium leaf surface was significantly higher than that on other leaf surfaces, with the conditions
that the droplet size was small and the organic silicone fraction was low. The only exception to this was
the 0.05 µL droplet on L. lotifolium leaves, when the organic silicone concentration was low enough, the
droplet hardly spread on L. lotifolium surface. Therefore, its contact interface between the droplet and
the air was small, which led to the long evaporation duration. However, the evaporation effects were
similar on all structure surfaces when the organic silicone fraction was over 0.05%. Due to Figure 4
(0.05 µL) and Figure 6 (0.05 µL), the evaporation duration became shorter with a similar expanding
effect on the leaves with any structure when the organic silicone fraction was over 0.05%. The surface
energy might not be able to prevent the droplet from expanding any more if the fraction of the organic
silicone was over the critical volume fraction.

In the case of larger sizes, droplets with no additives evaporated more quickly on D. sophia leaf
surface than on L. temulentum leaf surface. The trichomes could not support the droplet anymore as
both the weight and volume were increased. In this case, the droplet was able to deposit onto the
mesophyll part and the evaporation area expanded at the same time. So, the different evaporation
effects were observed, compared with the droplets with smaller size.

3.3. Surfactant Application by Leaf Structures

According to the results presented in Figures 4 and 6, it could be summarized that the increase
of surfactant concentration would improve the droplet coverage on plant leaves. On the contrary, it
also shortened the evaporation duration, which limits the absorption of herbicide ingredients by the
weeds [16]. Under the same application conditions and with the same parameters, the droplet spread
coverage was higher and the evaporated duration is lower on D. sophia leaf surface. Consequently,
when controlling the weeds like D. sophia, farmers may consider a large size droplet and take a low
concentration of organic silicone to obtain longer evaporation. Such information would be valuable for
the effective control of noxious weeds like Conyza spp. [28]. Regarding L. lotifolium leaf surfaces, the
droplets’ spreading and evaporation process were significantly influenced by the fraction of the organic
silicone. In this study, 0.05% was the critical volume fraction of the organic silicone surfactant. For
droplets in size of 0.05 µL, there were no significant differences in the spread coverage and evaporation
duration when the volume fraction of the surfactant was higher than 0.05%. Therefore, droplets of
0.05 µL with surfactant in the maximum fraction of 0.05% should be selected for the control of weeds
with L. lotifolium leaves. The spreading area of the droplet with smaller size was influenced by the
“groove structure” on the surfaces of L. temulentum leaves. However, the evaporation duration was
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stable during the variation of the surfactant concentration. Droplets of 0.1 µL spread well when the
organic silicone fraction was in the range of 0.025–0.05%. The evaporation time of large droplets on L.
temulentum leaf surfaces was similar with L. lotifolium leaves in same conditions. Thus, droplets with
organic silicone fraction between 0.025–0.05% and large size might be selected when controlling the
weeds like L. temulentum. However, it should be emphasized that, as the results in this paper were
obtained with the study of single droplet, field tests should be conducted to verify these suggestions in
the following studies.

4. Conclusions

According to this study, we can conclude that the addition of surfactant could enhance the droplet
coverage on weed leaves, which would enable the weed to absorb more active ingredient (glyphosate
in our case). However, the high concentration of the surfactant could also shorten the evaporation
duration of the droplets. Our findings also revealed that the droplet spreading effect and evaporation
duration varied significantly on leaves with different surface structures and different droplet sizes.
Such different responses can merely explain the regular failures of weed control after the use of
herbicides (without a previous history of long-term use and herbicide resistance). Consequently, in
order to make proper herbicide application, a reasonable surfactant concentration and nozzle code
should be suggested due to the leaf features of specific weeds and therefore this is a crucial parameter
that should be taken into account towards integrated weed management, optimization of herbicide
use and herbicide resistance management.

Since the study in this paper was conducted with single droplet and under controlled experimental
environment, field experiments are worth being carried out to determine the optimized surfactant
concentration of any specific weed and under the application conditions at any specific site.
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